IB EE lesson: Criteria E: Engagement

For advisement December 12
Engagement

- This is totally new to the IB EE and you are the 2nd cohort to have to complete this part.
- If you look at the NAHS EE assignment sheet along the right side, you see that I have given you dates where you must meet with your advisor - not optional meetings.
- These are your mandatory reflection session where you discuss how it is going with your EE.
- After you meet with your supervisor, you have a short time frame to enter your 3 reflections in the official IB EE RPPF form.
- This form is read by the IB and is worth 6 out of 34 points for the EE. If a student does not complete all 3 reflections, they cannot get any points for this criteria.
- Open your EE books to page 133
- Take out sticky notes to help you make notes of important stuff as y’all read to stick them in your EE book since you can not write in it.
After you have read aloud all of page 133

- Notice it is very important that you keep all 3 reflections in your RPPF form to 500 words total. That is about 170 words per reflection. It is not how much you say - its all about WHAT you say.

- Someone volunteer to read page 134 aloud as everyone else reads silently

- Everyone silently look at the 2 charts at the top of page 135 and read the difference between good reflection and poor reflection

- Skip to the middle of page 136 and someone volunteer to read aloud starting at “getting the most out of reflection” section

- Everyone examine the yellow section called KEY QUESTIONon page 137 while everyone else reads silently
The exemplar reflection

- On page 138 is a REALLY good reflection.
- Someone volunteer to read the first reflection in blue as everyone reads silently
  - Teacher – ask students – what are some of the things this student discusses in this early stage of the EE process?
- Someone volunteer to read the second reflection in green as everyone reads silently
  - Teacher – ask students – what are some of the things this student discusses in this middle stage of the EE process?
- Someone volunteer to read the first reflection in orange as everyone reads silently
  - Teacher – ask students – what are some of the things this student discusses in this final stage of the EE process?
  - Please note, you do not write this last reflection until you have had your FINAL viva voce meeting with your supervisor and the essay is finished.
Where do I record these reflections and when do I have to do them?

- The due dates for submitting your reflections on managebac are on your EE assignment sheets:
  - December 30
  - March 20
  - May 25

- You must type your reflections in a word document, get them EXACTLY the way you want them before pasting them in managebac---the form LOCKS after 5 minutes and Mrs. Costarides will not reopen them. Make sure they are around 170 words each too.

- The next page is what the form looks like in managebac.
While in managebac, click on extended essay on the left, then click on the planning and progress form ...that is the OFFICIAL RPPF that Mrs. Costarides will send to the IB to grade.
Below is an image of what the form looks like on your end...after you submit your reflections, there is a section for your supervisor to enter their reflection regarding your work ethic and the final product of the extended essay...you do not get to see that teacher comment.

Comments

The PDF form provides limited space, so we recommend having your teacher checking the export to ensure your complete response is shown.

First Reflection session

This is where I type my approx. 170 words for my first reflection and below I will put the date December 30.

Date

December 30, 2017

Interim Reflection

This is where I type my approx. 170 words for my second reflection and below I will put the date March 20.

Date

March 20, 2018
Yes! If you look at the NAHS grading sheet I gave you all back in October, you will see that you get class grades for all 3 reflection sessions with your advisor and all EE grades go in your TOK class grade book.